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Greentech Power Solutions, your trusted partner
for complete electrical solutions.

RELIABLE
POWER
SOLUTIONS

About us Why choose us

At Greentech Power Solutions we take pride in being a
leading provider of cutting-edge electrical solutions
tailored to meet the diverse needs of our clients. With a
commitment to excellence and a passion for innovation,
we have established ourselves as a reliable partner in the
ever-evolving field of electrical services.
We partner with reputable manufacturers and suppliers
to ensure that we only use the finest components and
equipment in our projects. We believe in delivering
solutions that are not only efficient but also durable and
sustainable.
With a team of highly qualified professionals, we offer a
wide range of services tailored to meet the unique
requirements of our clients. Whether you require power,
installation, testing, commissioning, maintenance or
upgrades, we have the expertise and experience to
deliver top-notch solutions that exceed your
expectations.

Quality 

we take pride in being your reliable partner
for supplying top-notch products that meet
the highest standards of quality and
excellence.

Cost Effective

We believe in providing value for your
money. Our competitive pricing ensures that
you get quality products without breaking
the bank.

Timely Delivery

We prioritize timely completion without
compromising, quality, aiming for minimal
disruption to your operations and swift
functionality of electrical systems.

GET IN TOUCH
55-10-23, Plot No. MIG11-27, MMTC Colony
Beside HDFC Bank Lane Visakhapatnam - 530022.www.greentechps.in



Rating from 16kva to 5mva
Voltage Upto 33kv 
OLTC and OCTC
Indoor and Outdoor applications

We offer a wide range of transformers, tailored to different voltage levels with
mineral and ester oil as per IS1180 Standards & 5-star rated.

OIL-FIILED TRANSFORMERS

Oil or Dry Type Transformer
Voltage upto 33kv
Rating from 100kva to 2500kva
Indoor and Outdoor applications

Unitised or Compact Substation is a power distribution unit integrated with HT
Breaker + Transformer + LT breaker into a single container.

UNITISED SUBSTATION

Rating from 100kva to 2500kva 
Voltage upto 33kv
OLTC and OCTC
Indoor and Outdoor applications

We offer a wide range of transformers, tailored to different voltage levels with
CRT and VPI technology as per ECBC Norms.

DRY-TYPE TRANSFORMERS

Rating from 16kva to 5mva
Voltage Upto 33kv 
OLTC and OCTC
Indoor and Outdoor applications

Hermetic Sealed Transformers are sealed and Maintenance Oil Transformers
supplied with mineral and ester oil as per IS1180 Standards. 

HERMETIC-SEALED TRANSFORMERS
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Lighting Transformer
Earthing Transformers
Isolation Transformers
CTs and PTs

We offer a wide range of special transformers tailored to different voltage levels
catering to different applications.

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS

Rating from upto 2500amps 
Voltage upto 33kv
Outdoor applications
CT structure, C&R Panel (Optional)

PCVCB are structured mounted breakers used in outdoor applications in
substations suited for overhead lines.

OUTDOOR PCVCB

Rating from 16kva to 5mva
Voltage Upto 33kv 
OLTC and OCTC
Indoor and Outdoor applications

Hermetic Sealed Transformers are sealed and Maintenance Oil Transformers
are supplied with mineral and ester oil as per IS1180 Standards. 

VCB PANEL

Rating from upto 2500amps 
Voltage upto 33kv
Indoor and Outdoor applications
Manual and Motor operated 

RMU or SF6 are Gas Insulated breakers that come with compact and reliable
designs comes with a combination of LBS and VCB. 

RMU PANEL
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Voltage Upto 33kv 
Indoor and Outdoor applications
Protection with HRC Fuses
Interlocked with Earth switch 

LBS Panel comes with compact and reliable design used for transformer
protection operated with spring charged mechanism.

LBS PANEL

MCC Panels
PCC Panels
AMF Panels
APFC Panels

We take pride in being a leading supplier of high-quality LT Panels, IEC Panels
and CPRI Approved Panels for a wide range of applications.

LT PANEL

Rating from 5kva to 2500kva
Diesel Generators
Gas Generators
11kv Generators 

We offer a wide selection of generators from renowned brands which are built to
deliver superior performance, reliability, and fuel efficiency.

SILENT GENERATORS

Air Servo Cooled Stabilizers
Oil Servo Cooled Stabilizer
Static Stabilizer

We offer a diverse range of products to cater to various power requirements
which regulate and stabilize the voltage supply to protect electrical equipment
from voltage fluctuations.

VOLTAGE STABILIZER
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Consists of CTs and PTs inbuilt
Trivector meter (optional)
Tamper proof

It is used to house high voltage electrical components and meters used to
measure the consumption of electricity in high power applications.

HT METERING CUBICLE PANELS

MCC Panels
PCC Panels
AMF Panels
APFC Panels

We take pride in being a leading supplier of high-quality LT Panels, IEC Panels
and CPRI Approved Panels for a wide range of applications.

LT PANEL

Rating from 5kva to 2500kva
Diesel Generators
Gas Generators
11kv Generators 

We offer a wide selection of generators from renowned brands which are built to
deliver superior performance, reliability, and fuel efficiency.

SILENT GENERATORS



HT Cables upto 33kv
LT Cables
Flexible cables
Wires FR and FRLS

We supply all kinds of Copper or Aluminium cables, electrical cables, Armour
cables, Wires, control cables, Fire and Solar cables.

CABLES & WIRES

24ft / 20ft / 18ft / 16ft/ 12ft
Energy Savings
Zero maintenance 
Low Noise

These fans are commonly used in large, open spaces such as warehouses,
factories, Industrial facilities Our product range.

HVLS FANS

Heat and Cold Shrinkable End termination kits
Heat and Cold Shrinkable Straight thru Kits
Cable glands and lugs
Cable Sleeves

We offer a diverse range of HT and LT cable jointing kits catering to diverse
applications and voltage levels. Our product line includes.

CABLE ACCESSORIES

Perforated Cable Trays
Ladder Type Cable Trays
FRP Cable Trays
Wire Mesh Cable Trays 

We offer a wide variety of cable trays to cater to diverse applications. We have
the right cable tray solution to suit your requirements.

CABLE TRAYS
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Air Servo Cooled Stabilizers
Oil Servo Cooled Stabilizer
Static Stabilizer

We offer a diverse range of products to cater to various power requirements
which regulate and stabilize the voltage supply to protect electrical equipment
from voltage fluctuations.

VOLTAGE STABILIZER



Streetlights and Flood Lights
LED Down Lights
Flame Proof Lights
Solar LED Lights

rom indoor to outdoor lighting, we offer solutions for residential, commercial, 
and industrial applications.

LED LIGHTING

Fuse Amps from 16amps to 100amps
Din type
Bolt type

We offer wide range of HRC Fuses from reputable manufacturers for LBS Panel
applications used in transformer protection.

HRC FUSES

Street Light Poles
Decorative Light Poles
High Mast Poles
FRP Poles

We offer our lighting poles from reputable manufacturers who adhere to
stringent quality standards. 

LIGHTING POLES

FRP Junction Boxes
Hinge Transparent Boxes
Feeder Pillar Boxes
Metering Boxes 

We offer wide range junction boxes while protecting them from environmental
factors such as dust, moisture, and corrosion.

JUNCTION BOXES
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SMF Batteries
Tubular Batteries
2V Industrial batteries
Lithium batteries

We offer an extensive selection of SMF batteries and industrial batteries to cater
to diverse power storage requirements.

INDUSTRIAL BATTERIES

Single Phase Online UPS
Three Phase Online UPS
Offline UPS
Industrial Inverters 

We offer the high-quality products and aim to meet the power backup needs of
businesses, industries, data centers, and individuals alike.

ONLINE UPS

Float Cum Boost Charger
IGBT based chargers
SCR based chargers
SMPS battery chargers

We offer Industrial battery chargers from the best brands which are used for
charging large battery banks and provide DC output to the load.

BATTERY CHARGERS

Rating from 5kva to 500kva
Highly Customizable
Compact design
IGBT Technology

Static Frequency Converter which converts the incoming AC power from one
frequency to another without changing the voltage level.

FREQUENCY CONVERTER



Streetlights and Flood Lights
LED Down Lights
Flame Proof Lights
Solar LED Lights

rom indoor to outdoor lighting, we offer solutions for residential, commercial, 
and industrial applications.

LED LIGHTING

Street Light Poles
Decorative Light Poles
High Mast Poles
FRP Poles

We offer our lighting poles from reputable manufacturers who adhere to
stringent quality standards. 

LIGHTING POLES

FRP Junction Boxes
Hinge Transparent Boxes
Feeder Pillar Boxes
Metering Boxes 

We offer wide range junction boxes while protecting them from environmental
factors such as dust, moisture, and corrosion.

JUNCTION BOXES

Fuse Amps from 16amps to 100amps
Din type
Bolt type

We offer wide range of HRC Fuses from reputable manufacturers for LBS Panel
applications used in transformer protection.

HRC FUSES
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24ft / 20ft / 18ft / 16ft/ 12ft
Energy Savings
Zero maintenance 
Low Noise

These fans are commonly used in large, open spaces such as warehouses,
factories, Industrial facilities Our product range.

HVLS FANS

Streetlights and Flood Lights
LED Down Lights
Flame Proof Lights
Solar LED Lights

rom indoor to outdoor lighting, we offer solutions for residential, commercial, 
and industrial applications.

LED LIGHTING

Street Light Poles
Decorative Light Poles
High Mast Poles
FRP Poles

We offer our lighting poles from reputable manufacturers who adhere to
stringent quality standards. 

LIGHTING POLES

FRP Junction Boxes
Hinge Transparent Boxes
Feeder Pillar Boxes
Metering Boxes 

We offer wide range junction boxes while protecting them from environmental
factors such as dust, moisture, and corrosion.

JUNCTION BOXES



Air Terminal Lighting rods
Surge Arresters
Conductors
SPDs

We offer the best lighting protection solutions which damage buildings, electrical
equipment’s.

LIGHTING ARRESTERS

SMF Batteries
Tubular Batteries
2V Industrial batteries
Lithium batteries

We offer an extensive selection of SMF batteries and industrial batteries to cater
to diverse power storage requirements.

INDUSTRIAL BATTERIES

Earth rods and electrodes
Earthing chemicals and compounds
GI and Copper Earth strip
Earth Pit chambers

We offer our earthing products from reputable manufacturers for residential,
commercial and industrial applications. 

EARTHING SOLUTIONS

Single Phase Online UPS
Three Phase Online UPS
Offline UPS
Industrial Inverters 

We offer the high-quality products and aim to meet the power backup needs of
businesses, industries, data centers, and individuals alike.

ONLINE UPS
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Air Terminal Lighting rods
Surge Arresters
Conductors
SPDs

We offer the best lighting protection solutions which damage buildings, electrical
equipment’s.

LIGHTING ARRESTERS

Earth rods and electrodes
Earthing chemicals and compounds
GI and Copper Earth strip
Earth Pit chambers

We offer our earthing products from reputable manufacturers for residential,
commercial and industrial applications. 

EARTHING SOLUTIONS

Resistors, relays, and instruments are housed in one enclosure
Voltages 11kv and 33kv

Neutral Grounding Resistor (NGR) is to limit ground fault currents to safe
levels so that all the electrical equipment in a power system is protected.

NEUTRAL GROUNDING RESISTOR PANEL

Fuse Amps from 16amps to 100amps
Din type
Bolt type

We offer wide range of HRC Fuses from reputable manufacturers for LBS Panel
applications used in transformer protection.

HRC FUSES



Retrofitting of 
LT and HT Panels
We specialize in retrofitting, upgrading and enhancing
the functionality of LT and HT panels. 

Street Light
Installations
Enhance visibility and safety with our professional
streetlight installations.

Generator 
Installations
From positioning and fuel connections to wiring and
testing, we handle every aspect to provide reliable
backup power solutions.

Online UPS  
Installations
We handle the entire installation process, including
wiring, battery integration, and system testing, providing
reliable backup power for critical applications.

Cable Tray Laying
We specialize in cable tray laying, offering organized and
efficient routing solutions for power and communication
cables, minimizing interference and simplifying maintenance.

Cable Laying
We adhere to industry standards and guidelines,
guaranteeing reliable connections for secure laying of
power and control cables.

Earthing 
Installations
We design and install grounding systems, including grounding
electrodes, earth pits, and grounding grids, ensuring proper
fault current dissipation and electrical safety.

Servo Stabilizer
Installations
Our professionals analyze your power requirements,
recommend suitable stabilizers, and perform precise
installations for optimal performance.

Testing And
Commissioning
We offer comprehensive testing and commissioning
services for HT panels, LT panels, and distribution
transformers.

Lightning Protection
Installations
Safeguard your infrastructure from lightning-related
damage with our lightning protection system
installations. 

11kv And 33kv 
Substations
We do installation of 11kv and 33kv substations including
switchgear, control panels, protection systems, and 
cabling, ensuring safe and efficient power distribution.

LT Panel
Installations
We specialize in LT panel installations, customizing
solutions to meet your specific needs. We ensure safe
and efficient LT panel systems for your facility.
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Because, we're here to help

THANK YOU

55-10-23, Plot No. MIG11-27, MMTC Colony Beside
HDFC Bank Lane Visakhapatnam - 530022.

96769-64891

Address

Telephone

Website
www.greentechps.in

Maintaining standards and fostering innovation, we
have come up with solutions that support the
sensitive requirements of the clients and generate
100% satisfaction.

ONE STOP FOR
ELECTRICAL
POWER SOLUTION

EMAIL
sales@greentechps.in
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Bhubaneswar      Bangalore       Hyderabad
Kolkata         Chennai          Visakhapatnam 


